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Name Specifications

Provide integrated process of course management: Provide a progressive start-up 

management process, which not only meets the needs of users without computer 

foundation to build a course quickly, but also can meet the teacher's needs to 

receive learning feedback and give instructions.

Objective exercises of course content: When adding objective exercises, you need to 

set the quiz name, submission deadline, number of submissions allowed, and 

performance evaluation algorithm (including average score, highest score, and last 

submission).

Peer review work: Supports the addition of peer review assignments during the course 

content creation process. Students complete the peer review assignments during the 

learning process. Students can review each other's homework. Students who are 

dissatisfied with the results of the mutual assessment can appeal the results and 

the teacher decides the final results. 

When adding peer review work, you need to set the proportion of the results (the 

proportion of the scores to be reviewed, the proportion of the number of reviews, 

the proportion of the quality of the review), the number of peers (the number of 

reviews, the minimum number of times of review), the performance evaluation 

algorithm (average score, average score of the highest and lowest items removed) and 

the rating item.

Seriousness of peer review: the seriousness and impartiality of peer review can be 

guaranteed by providing standard deviation and abnormal labels.

Topic discussion of course content: Support for adding topic discussions during 

course content creation process, and students can participate in topic discussions 

during the learning process, that is, the course learning interface.

Configure the teaching assistant team: You can add the teaching assistant team to 

help manage the course, such as assisting in the completion of Q&A, correcting the 

homework, etc. Different assistant teachers will assign different management rights 

according to the actual situation.

Post course announcements: you can post course announcements, such as the latest 

release of the chapter content and other information. After the announcement is 

published, students of the course can see it.

Course release and update: After the teacher releases the course, it needs to be 

reviewed by the administrator. After the review, students can see the course, and 

then select the course and study. During the process of teaching, teacher can update 

the content of the published course according to the actual needs. The updated 

content includes all the contents of the course, such as modifying the test 

questions.

Rigor control of scores: test scores, online scores, offline scores, comprehensive 

scores, detailed statistical analysis and comparison with standard normal 

distribution, in order to test the reliability of scores and the rigor of tests.
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Preparatory Resource Library: it provides preparation materials for teachers, 

including syllabus, teaching unit design, handouts, lecture PPT, teacher experiment 

instruction manual and other functional modules. 

Create courses: teachers can create courses, create chapters according to 

requirements, add video, experiments, exercises, documents, web pages, etc.

Users login: Supports the following multiple login methods, student id and password 

(administrator imports the student number in the background, then student activates 

in the foreground); Email and password (for users registered by email), when user 

logs in, if there are three consecutive verification errors, the verification code 

will pop up to require verification to prevent Trojan attacks. Provide a unified 

identity authentication platform interface to support the mainstream unified 

identity authentication system docking standard.

Password retrieval: when the user forgets the password, the password can be 

retrieved through the bound mailbox.

Courses for study: Users can view all the courses joined, and click on the start-up 

picture to quickly access to the course home page. After the course results are 

released, you can view the results.

View statistical analysis of individual learning habits to help students manage 

their learning behavior and increase their ability to control learning.

Favorite Courses: Users can view all the classes in the collection and cancel the 

collection.

My notes: Users can view all the notes recorded in the course, as well as perform 

editing and deletion of notes. Each course creates a notebook when the first note is 

recorded, and the notebook can be deleted.

Message management: users can check the message notification sent by the platform 

and the school, and can timely adjust the learning arrangement or complete relevant 

tasks. 

Personal Settings: users can set their personal information including gender, age, 

occupation, education, school, major, interests and hobbies, profile picture, etc.

Course Homepage: Go to the course home page to view course announcements, upcoming 

quizzes and assignments, the latest release chapter information, the latest release 

discussion, and the current progress of the course.

Course learning: after logging in, users can choose the corresponding course to 

start study. The course learning content is presented in the form of document, 

discussion, web page (url link, text), test and homework, etc. The course learning 

content can be fully displayed and paused. The system will automatically record the 

learning duration of each class hour and take it as one of the evaluation 

indicators.

Topic discussion: Teachers add topic discussions to the course content and students 

can respond. Discussion can be sorted by the most responses, response time and most 

praised. Discussion support according to teacher response, my reply, only look at 

the author (publisher) for content filtering.
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Lecture notes: lecture notes are a kind of resource to assist students in learning, 

which can further refine the positioning of knowledge. Students can browse and study 

by downloading the lecture notes online. 

Course Test: The test is completed as required during the specified time. The test 

questions mainly include multiple choice questions and judgment questions. 

Submissions can be supported multiple times before the submission deadline. The 

final score assessment algorithm (eg, the average score) can be set in the course 

content creation. 

Course assignment: The assignments are completed as required during the specified 

time. The assignments are mainly short-answer questions and support uploading 

various attachments. According to the method of homework review, the work can be 

divided into two types: peer review and teacher review.

Assignment for peer review. After the assignment is submitted, students will review 

each other's work in the peer review stage. During the announcement of the results, 

students can see the details of the results and comments. If you are dissatisfied 

with the results of the peer review, you can make a complaint about the results and 

finally be handled by the teacher.

The assignment that the teacher reviews, after submitting it, during the 

announcement of the result, students can see the teacher's review result and 

comment.

Learning progress: when all the content in the section is completed, a tick sign 

will be displayed. When one content sign in the section is completed, the content 

sign will change from dark to light. In this way, students can know the current 

progress of the course, so as to grasp the personal progress flexibly.

Online forum: each course has its own online forum, divided into different 

discussion boards.

Technical Support Discussion Board: Any technical problems on the use of the website 

enter this section, it automatically extracts the user's browser version, operating 

system information, etc., to help solve the problem.

Content correction discussion board: if courseware or exercise content found errors 

into this board, it will automatically attach documents, discussion and other 

information. 

Chapter Discussion Area: After each chapter is published, this chapter discussion 

area will be automatically created in the course. The discussion in the courseware 

that the teacher publishes as a teaching content and the discussion that the student 

publishes are displayed in the relevant chapter discussion area.
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Teachers with relevant management authority can define other discussion boards by 

themselves and close the boards or close, delete and top the posts.

Objective and subjective exercises: objective and subjective exercises can be added 

under each chapter. The objective exercises are multiple-choice questions, and the 

answers and scores can be displayed after submission. Subjective exercises support 

peer review.

Progress overview: You can view the number of submissions, average time, final 

grade, etc. for each experiment according to the student dimension.

Learning behavior analysis: You can view the overall teaching situation of the 

school dimension, including course access data, user login times, time periods, and 

duration. You can also view each student's online learning behavior according to the 

student dimension, including the progress of each course, the completion of the 

assignment, the discussion of participation, and the completion of the question. It 

covers all data generated by students' online learning, from the time they log in to 

the platform until they log off.

Test (objective exercise) management: the teacher can see all objective exercises 

created in the course in the objective exercise interface in the teaching 

interaction. Click an objective exercise to enter the score query interface.

On the results query page, you can view the statistical analysis of the submitted 

results and the analysis of the questions in the practice (per capita user and error 

rate analysis). Filter based on submission status and support exporting grades and 

sending in-site messages to bulk students.

Assignment (subjective exercises) management: The teacher can see all the subjective 

exercises created in the course in the subjective practice interface of the teaching 

interaction. Click on a subjective exercise to enter the results query interface.

In the result inquiry page of peer review work, it provides the functions of 

reviewing homework, handling the appeal of students' scores, and modifying the 

quality scores of students' evaluations. It supports submission status, peer review 

status, grade appeal status filtering, as well as exporting grades and sending one-

click messages to students.  

The review of homework function is available on the grade query page of the 

teacher’s homework review. Support for submitting status filter filters and 

exporting grades and sending one-click messages to students.

Learn about the overall situation of all course and staff information. Check the 

total number of experiments currently created. The total number of people who have 

completed the study, the number of people who are learning this semester, the number 

of people who have completed the experiment, and the time taken.
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Unified information management for students, with import, add, delete, reset 

passwords, send messages, support search keywords, find students by name, student 

number and other functions.

After submitting the application for accreditation, the school administrator will 

conduct an audit here. If the audit fails, a message will be sent to inform the 

student to modify the accreditation data.

Unified management of school teachers. Support for adding course teachers and 

setting up teachers for permission to create courses.
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